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Abstract Molecular dynamics calculations were performed for the hitherto unclarified temperature-dependent elastic, mechanical,
and anisotropic properties of the hexagonal closed pack (hcp) ruthenium (Ru) between 0 and 1200 K. All elastic stiffness constants
were found to decrease with increasing temperature. Under the examined temperature range, hcp Ru obeys Born stability conditions.
Further, both Pugh ratio analyses and calculated Poisson ratio values mutually suggest the brittle character of hcp Ru between 0
and 1200 K. The intricate hardness behavior of hcp Ru was also obtained and discussed throughout the work. For the considered
temperature range, hcp Ru exhibits apparent elastic anisotropy that exponentially increases with increasing temperature. Moreover,
presently obtained ground state (T � 0 K and P � 0 GPa) theoretical data for hcp Ru agree well with the former experimental and
theoretical data. The present findings on the temperature-dependent characteristics of this metal may further inspire future applied
works.

1 Introduction

Since they have many uses in different industries, from manufacturing and construction to electronics and medical technologies,
metals and alloys are significant and indispensable alternatives due to their assortment of qualities [1, 2]. Also, elastic constants
of metals and alloys help compare and select the best material for particular applications. For applications that need stiffness, for
instance, a material with a high elastic modulus might be selected. On the other hand, applications needing flexibility can choose a
material with a high Poisson ratio. From the pure metals, ruthenium (Ru) is a platinum group metal that crystallizes in a hexagonal
close-packed (hcp) structure at ambient conditions. It is a vital component of recent nuclear fission technology in nuclear power
reactors, and it also presents significant difficulty in reprocessing spent nuclear fuel [3–5]. In addition, although ruthenium is widely
used in electrical contacts, hard drives, jewelry, strengthening alloys, and corrosion-resistant coatings [6, 7], published literature still
needs more detailed work on its fundamental physical properties. From the experimental view, Ru displays superconductivity with a
critical temperature below 1.699 K [8]. Further, hcp Ru keeps its structural stability up to pressures of 150 GPa and temperatures of
960 K [9]. From the theoretical aspects, the elastic constants, lattice dynamics, and electronic structure of hcp Ru were searched at
pressures up to 600 GPa using first-principles calculations. Also, the high-pressure phase transition of Ru was calculated by Lu et al.
[10], and the face-centered-cubic structure of Ru was reported to be stable above 1819 K at ambient pressure with a narrow-range
phase diagram calculated up to 75 GPa and 3750 K [10].

As is well established, the elastic constants are the critical parameters for us to interpret the physical and even chemical features of
materials, which closely correlate with the mechanical [11], thermodynamical [12], acoustic [13], and other essential aspects of the
materials frequently benefitted in many fields, i.e., materials science, physics, geophysics, chemical, condensed matter, engineering,
and technology. For this reason, scientists are still quite interested in the elastic aspects of materials. Although many experimental
and theoretical works have been done for the pressure and temperature-dependent elastic and mechanical features of various kinds
of pure metals [14–20], elastic constants, associated mechanical details, and elastic anisotropy of hcp Ru, however, remain unclear
despite the above-summarized insufficient theoretical attempts performed for it. So, our motivation for conducting this theoretical
work was to fill a gap in the literature about the temperature-dependent elastic mechanical and anisotropic properties of significant
hcp Ru.
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Table 1 Comparing the averaged
Hill values of elastic, mechanical,
and anisotropy data of hcp Ru at T
� 0 K and P � 0 GPa with
available experimental and other
theoretical literature

Parameter This work Exp Others

a (Å) 2.720 2.705 [24] 2.720 [51] 2.729 [52] –

c(Å) 4.441 4.281 [24] 4.292 [51] 4.271 [52] –

C11(GPa) 597.1 576 [6] 577.4 [51] 627.9 [52] 701.0 [53]

C12(GPa) 162.2 187 [6] 176.7 [51] 154.2 [52] 196.2 [53]

C13(GPa) 174.0 167 [6] 170.9 [51] 177.4 [52] 187.4 [53]

C33(GPa) 720.2 641 [6] 644.2 [51] 565.4 [52] 774.5 [53]

C44(GPa) 239.7 189 [6] 190.4 [51] 150.6 [52] 240.0 [53]

C66(GPa) 217.4 194.5 [6] 200.4 [51] 246.3 [52] 252.4 [53]

B (GPa) 324.7 324.0 [6] 329.9 [51] 411.9 [52] 368.8 [53]

G (GPa) 232.4 200.8 [6] – – –

E (GPa) 563.0 499.3 [6] – 397.1 [52] –

B/G 1.4 1.6 [6] – – –

ν 0.21 0.24 [6] – – –

AU 0.03 0.02 [6] – – –

2 Computational routes

In this work, we designed and analyzed the elastic constants of hcp Ru in the canonical NVT ensemble of molecular dynamics
(MD). The reliable and accurate Born stress fluctuation method [21] was employed with the numerical derivative framework as
recently implemented in the prevalent LAMMPS MD code [22, 23] with version 2 Aug 2023. Surveyed temperature ranges were
set between 0 and 1200 K in steps of 200 K. During computations, the crystal structure of hcp Ru with a � b � 2.720 Å and c
� 4.441 Å was counted, similar to the available experimental data of hcp Ru [24] (Table 1). For each calculation under different
temperatures, the built crystal structure of hcp Ru after the supercell approach was a crystal structure that consisted of 108 total atoms.
A Finnis–Sinclair-type interatomic potential was chosen for hcp Ru [25] in all calculations due to its trustworthy and successful
prediction nature on metals. Further, the applied potential parameterization and other details were given elsewhere [25]. After
150.000 simulation steps (with 1500 intervals) for each temperature value, the archetypal elastic constants of hcp Ru were collected
and evaluated. Subsequently, the elastic constants that were obtained were analytically used to assess some mechanical properties
of hcp Ru, where three-dimensional (3D) anisotropic characteristics were revealed thanks to the Elastic Postcode [26].

3 Results and discussion

3.1 Stiffness constants and stability of hcp Ru via temperature

In well-documented elasticity theory [27–30], the elastic stiffness constants of crystals can be derived from: Ci j≡Cαβγ δ�
(

∂2Etotal
∂εαβ∂εγ δ

)

where U � Etotal/	 defines the total energy per unit volume of the crystal and σαβ and εαβ (α, β � x , y, z) hold for the stress
and strain tensors, respectively [27–30]. What’s more, for the hexagonal symmetry the elastic stiffness matrix can be written with:

C �

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

C11 C12 C13 0 0 0
C12 C11 C13 0 0 0
C13 C13 C33 0 0 0

0 0 0 C44 0 0
0 0 0 0 C44 0
0 0 0 0 0 C66

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

in which hcp crystals involve C11, C12, C33, C44 and C66

(
C11−C12

2

)
typical stiffness constants [27–30]. It is important to underline

here that, Voigt–Reuss–Hill (V–R–H) notation named after the scientists that contributed to the elasticity theory [31–33] is a common
and consistent approximation to evaluate the overall elastic properties that we also counted in this work. In short, Voigt notation
assumes the deformation of materials in the same way that leads to upper bounds, whereas Reuss scheme denotes the equally shared
applied stress in materials after deformation that cause to lower bounds [31–33]. Moreover, Hill approach indicates the weighted
average of Voigt and Reuss bounds and has a common usage for researchers to get accurate and effective results on the elastic
constants and other related mechanical data [31–33], and the corresponding numerical formulations of each notation (V–R–H) were
also yielded in the next section (Sect. 3.2) of the text.
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Fig. 1 C11, C12, C13 elastic
stiffness constants of hcp Ru
under temperature

In a hexagonal crystal, along the two perpendicular crystal axes in the basal plane, these constants indicate the material’s
stiffness. C11 denotes the stiffness in the direction aligned with the hexagonal axis, while C12 and C13 describe the coupling
between stresses applied in distinct directions. So, C12 signifies the applied stress couplings between the hexagonal axis and the
basal plane, whereas C13 tells the coupling between stresses along the c-axis and those in the basal plane. In addition, C44 explains
the material’s shear modulus when sheared in the plane perpendicular to the c-axis. As another shear elastic constant, C66 represents
the shear modulus when the material is sheared in a direction perpendicular to the basal plane but within that plane. Table 1 lists
the obtained magnitudes of C11, C12, C13, C13, C44 and C66 constants within the published theoretical and experimental data of
hcp Ru. Our results obtained for hcp Ru agree well with both former experimental and theoretical results, giving credence to this
work. Further, Figs. 1 and 2 demonstrate the elastic constants behavior of hcp Ru under temperatures up to 1200 K. In both plots
(Figs. 1 and 2.), C11, C12, C13, C33, C44 and C66 stiffness constants of hcp Ru slightly decrease with increasing temperature as in
many other pure metals such as hcp cobalt (Co) [34], hcp zirconium (Zr) and hcp magnesium (Mg) [35] and hcp titanium (Ti) [36].
Notably, the behavior of elastic constants with temperature varies depending on the type of material. As a general rule, the elastic
constants may decrease as the temperature rises, where the thermal vibrations of the material under study are responsible for this
phenomenon. So, this perception is also accurate for the present results of hcp Ru in Figs. 1 and 2. On the other hand, it is also
essential to remember that the temperature dependence of elastic constants can vary among different materials. For some materials,
elastic constants may increase with temperature due to complex interactions between thermal effects, crystal structure changes, and
other factors, as in experimental data of C12andC13 of hcp Ti [37]. High strength and stiffness are examples of desired mechanical
qualities more likely to be seen in materials with stable crystal structures. At this stage, the reliable Born stability criteria contribute
to predicting how a material will respond to external forces and stresses [38]. According to Born stability rules, the elastic constants
of a hcp crystal must satisfy the states of: C11 > 0, C33 > 0, C44 > 0, C66 > 0, C11 − C12 > 0, (C11 + 2C12) C33 − 2C2

13 > 0
[38]. Hence, our calculated values for C11, C12, C13, C13, C44 and C66 stiffness constants of hcp Ru (Table 1) strictly obey the Born
stability conditions meaning that hcp Ru is stable under the studied temperature range up to 1200 K.

3.2 Some mechanical parameters of hcp Ru under temperature

Obtaining elastic constants may also allow the calculation of several associated mechanical data [39]. From these mechanical data,
bulk modulus (B) is a fundamental parameter that explains how much a given material resists a uniform deformation. In contrast,
shear (rigidity or elastic) modulus (G) specifies the material’s resistance to shear deformations. In (V–R–H) notation [31–33]:

BH � 1

2
(BV + BR)

GH � 1

2
(GV + GR)

denotes the bulk and shear moduli in Hill notation, respectively where subscripts V and R stand for Voigt and Reuss values of the
related parameters with;
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Fig. 2 C33, C44 and C66 elastic
stiffness constants of hcp Ru
versus temperature

BV �
2
(
C11 + C12 + C33

2 + 2C13

)

9

GV � 7C11 − 5C12 + 12C44 + 2C33 − 4C13

30

BR � (C11 + C12)C33 − 2C2
13

(C11 + C12 + 2C33 − 4C13)

GR � 5

2

{
C2C44C66

3BvC44C66 + C2(C44 + C66)

}

Figures 3 and 4 exhibit the B and G aspects of hcp Ru against temperature with V–R–H values, respectively. Since the magnitudes
of B and G are closely related to obtained stiffness constants, computed B and G data of hcp Ru diminish by the increasing
temperature in Figs. 3 and 4. as in the published data of other hcp metals, i.e. Co [34], Zr and Mg [35] and, Ti [36]. In materials
science and engineering, Young’s modulus (E) is a fundamental parameter that offers important details on the material’s reaction to
mechanical forces. It measures the amount of deformation (in shape or dimension change) that a material would experience within
the elastic (linear) deformation range when subjected to an applied tensile or compressive stress. In terms of B and G, it can be
expressed as:

E � 9BG

3B + G

Figure 5 shows the temperature-dependent Young’s modulus (E) behavior of hcp Ru with V–R–H values. As is evident in Fig. 5,
Young’s modulus (E) curves of hcp Ru display a decrement trend under increasing temperature. In general, as the temperature
increases, the thermal energy of the materials increases, and greater atomic and molecular vibrations occur within the material.
Hence, these vibrations can disrupt the orderly arranged atoms and molecules and lead to the easy deformation of the material. As a
result, the material becomes less stiff, and Young’s modulus decreases. The same results are also valid for hcp Ru in this work, like
other published temperature-dependent Young’s modulus characteristics of several hcp metals, i.e., Co [34], Zr and Mg [35], and Ti
[36].

Understanding and controlling brittle and ductile mechanical properties are crucial in selecting materials for specific applications,
designing structures, and ensuring the safety and reliability of various products and systems in engineering and manufacturing. In
addition, brittle materials need minimal plastic deformations, while ductile materials require significant plastic deformation before
fracture. The Pugh ratio ( B

G ) is a widely recognized threshold for determining whether materials under examination are brittle or
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Fig. 3 Temperature-dependent
bulk modulus (B) of hcp Ru

Fig. 4 Temperature-dependent
shear modulus (G) of hcp Ru

ductile. This ratio is a widely recognized threshold for determining whether materials under examination are brittle or ductile [13,
27, 28]. A material can be considered as brittle, if its B

G is smaller than 1.75 numerical limit ( B
G < 1.75), and if it is greater than 1.75( B

G > 1.75
)
, then the material of interest can be regarded as ductile. Figure 6 yields the B

G values of hcp Ru against to temperature.
Since B and G values are directly related to the elastic stiffness constants, a similar decrement has been observed against increasing
temperature for the B

G values of hcp Ru in V–R–H notation. What is more, hcp Ru exhibits brittle mechanical response under studied
temperature range of 0 K ( B

G � 1.40) and 1200 K ( B
G � 1.12). This brittle character of hcp Ru also simulates the brittle hcp

beryllium (Be) [40].
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Fig. 5 Young modulus (E) of hcp
Ru via temperature

Fig. 6 Variation of Pugh ratio
variation of hcp Ru with
temperature

Another crucial metric in materials science and engineering is Poisson’s ratio (ν), which explains how materials behave and deform
under different stress conditions. It can be regarded as the relative change in lateral (transverse) dimensions to the longitudinal (axial)
dimension after deformation. It is particularly relevant in the analysis and design of structures and materials. Again, in terms of
B and G, Poisson’s ratio (ν) is:

ν � 3B − 2G

6B + 2G

and where it has a usual value of −1 ≤ ν ≤ 0.5 for most of the materials and provides some valuable insights about the bonding
nature of the materials. Usually, the ν values are about 0.1 for covalent materials, 0.25 for ionic materials, and rise between 0.28
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Fig. 7 Poisson ratio (ν) of hcp Ru
versus temperature

and 0.42 for metals [13]. Besides, ν values can also be used for cross-checking materials’ brittle–ductile failure exemplarily, and
0.28 ≤ ν ≤ 0.5 range holds for the ductile materials where brittle materials have the Poisson’s ratio range of 0.12 ≤ ν ≤ 0.28
[41]. Figure 7 displays the temperature variation of the Poisson’s ratio of hcp Ru. In Fig. 7, calculated V–R–H values of ν hcp Ru
arise between 0.21 and 0.16 at 0 K and 1200 K, respectively. Therefore, the present ν results align with Pugh ratio results, which
both support the brittle nature of the hcp Ru. Although ν values of hcp Ru follow a decrement trend with increasing temperature, its
ground state value (0 K and 0 GPa) with 0.21 is surprisingly found to be very close to ground state values of other hcp compounds
of MnAs with 0.22 and CsNiCl3 with 0.20 [42].

Hardness is another substantial mechanical property that measures a material’s resistance to deformation, scratching, or abrasion.
Although there are several methods to calculate the hardness of materials [43], we assessed our results according to the Tian hardness
(HTian) relation [44] given by:

HTian � 0.92k1.137.G0.738

where k � G
B in terms of shear and bulk moduli. It’s important to note that the relationship between hardness and temperature is

not universal and depends on the specific characteristics of the material in question. Some materials become harder with increasing
temperature, while others may become softer. Figure 8 demonstrates the V–R–H hardness behavior of hcp Ru under temperature.
As seen in Fig. 8, the hardness of hcp Ru slightly increases from 29.78 GPa (0 K) to 30.54 GPa (600 K) and suddenly begins to
decrease from 30.22 GPa (800 K) to 23.7 GPa (1200 K), probably due to high-temperature effects where its phase become unstable
at 960 K [9]. Further, this intricate and nonlinear hardness decrease under temperature was similar to experimentally confirmed and
theoretically modeled temperature-dependent hardness characteristics of other hcp metals, i.e., Be, Mg, Zr, and Ti [45].

3.3 Temperature-dependent elastic anisotropy of hcp Ru

The directional dependency of a material’s elastic characteristics is known as elastic anisotropy. In other words, the material displays
various elastic behaviors (such as stiffness or Young’s modulus) in different directions. Therefore, this characteristic is worthy of
use in many technological fields, such as engineering, geophysics, and productive metallurgy of materials research [46]. The most
popular and universal anisotropy index can be derived from the:

AU � 5GV

GR
+
BV

BR
− 6

and according this formula materials that have an AU � 0 are considered to be isotropic, while those that have an AU �� 0 are
recognized as anisotropic. Figure 9 yields the presently obtained AU results of the hcp Ru versus temperature. As it is apparent in
Fig. 9, elastic anisotropy of hcp Ru indicates an exponential increment as a result of increasing temperature, which can be attributed
to an increment of the thermal energy of the crystal lattice also, which may lead to several effects that contribute to an increase
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Fig. 8 Tian hardness (HTian) of
hcp Ru for the studied temperature
range

in elastic anisotropy. By the way, Table 1 also records the numerical AU data of the hcp Ru that are reasonable compared to the
published data of other hcp metals [34–36]. Additional confirmation was performed by graphing the three-dimensional (3D) elastic
anisotropy behavior of hcp Ru by conducting the ElasticPOST [26] elastic tensor analysis code. This code allows both the computing
and graphing of the anisotropic properties of examined materials by solving the required mathematical equations considering the
directional dependency in 3D with surface projections [26]. Figure 10 renders the 3D directional dependency of B, G, E, and ν results
of hcp Ru through all possible geometrical directions at 1000 K as an example. Notably, isotropic materials imply full-spherical
geometry, and divergences from these full-spherical shapes signify the existence of elastic anisotropy in 3D surface projections [26].
In Fig. 10, the surface analyses of the ν, G, and E magnitudes of hcp Ru under 3D projections do not display any full-spherical
contours. Therefore, the numerical values of elastic anisotropy presented in Table 1 and the 3D analysis (Fig. 10) showed mutual
agreement on the apparent existence of elastic anisotropy in hcp Ru.

Two generic approaches are common in the literature for the prediction of elastic constants of a given material. The first one is
equilibrium fluctuation routine, whereas the second methodology is the direct method [47]. In addition, equilibrium fluctuation can
be further classified into two principal categories as strain fluctuation and stress fluctuation routes. Compared to each other, strain
fluctuation method shows slow convergence due to calculations of the compliance tensors in the isothermal-isostress ensembles.
So, as a result strain fluctuation scheme needs very long simulation trajectories [47]. In contrast to strain fluctuation methods, stress
fluctuation approach, elastic constants can be calculated from the canonical or microcanonical ensemble averages and require the
so-called Born, kinetic, and stress fluctuations terms. Although this method (Born stress fluctuation) also has several disadvantages
particularly for the solution of Born terms, recent version of the LAMMPS code [22, 23] employed in this work allows the satisfactory
numerical solutions based on the approach of Zhen and Chu [48] with accurate and faster computations [21, 48, 49] without requiring
any other additional code. NVT ensemble Born stress tensor with σαβ�<σ B

αβ>−ρkBT δαβ and Born matrix with:

Cαβμν�〈CB
αβμν〉 − V

kBT

[〈
σ B

αβσ B
μν

〉
−

〈
σ B

αβ

〉〈
σ B

μν

〉]
+ ρkBT

(
δαμδβν+δανδβν

)

are the first and second derivatives of the potential energyU w.r.t strain and can be expressed by σ B
αβ � 1

V
∂U
∂εαβ

andCB
αβμν � 1

V
∂2U

∂εαβ∂εμν

including the usual parameters ofρ: density,V : volume,T : temperature of a system and the Boltzmann constant kB where all the
equations are rewritten by Zhen and Chu [48] as:

Cαβμν � δανσ
B
βμ + δαμσ B

βν + Dαβμν where;

Dαβμν � −dσ B

μν

εαβ

� − lim
eαβ→0

σ B, 1
μν − σ B, 0

μν

eαβ

and eαβ is a small strain value, σ B, 0
μν is the stress in a reference state and σ B, 1

μν is the stress obtained after applied strain εαβ of
amplitude eαβ to the reference state [21].
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Fig. 9 Universal elastic anisotropy
(AU) of hcp Ru between 0 and
1200 K

Fig. 10 An example of 3D elastic anisotropy of hcp Ru at 1000 K

Overall, on the one hand currently utilized Born stress fluctuation technique with numerical solution effectively captures the
elastic constants of hcp Ru at different temperatures and relevant mechanical data as recorded in Table 1. On the other hand, since
it is essential to consider thermal effects on the elastic and correlated mechanical properties of a material for a range of engineering
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applications, including structural design, machinery, and electronic devices [50], the cost-efficient computational methodology
employed in this work can be extended to any other metal or alloy systems with confidence.

4 Conclusion

Molecular dynamics calculations were performed to reveal the hitherto unexplored temperature-dependent elastic, mechanical, and
anisotropic properties of hcp Ru. All elastic stiffness constants (Ci j ) were found to decrease with temperature and display apparent
structural stability where their magnitudes are reasonable with the published available data (Table 1). Pugh ratio analysis suggests
the brittle character of hcp Ru even at low and even high temperatures in accordance with the calculated Poisson ratio data. For the
considered temperature range (0–1200 K), hcp Ru demonstrates an apparent elastic anisotropy, which is found to be increased by
increasing temperature. As well, the hardness of the hcp Ru demonstrates an intricate nature with temperature.

Hopefully, this first theoretical study on the temperature-dependent elastic mechanical and anisotropic properties of hcp Ru would
further shed light on future experimental works or scenarios on this metal along with other metals and alloy systems which can be
accurately and rapidly computed.
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